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1

Introduction - You Can
Afford to Travel the
World

Who Are The Adventure Travelers

This photo appears on our YouTube channel to explain who we are.
It was taken in Yellowstone National Park.

Part of who we are as adults are the experiences of our past. I
(Michael) have been traveling and seeking adventure since I was
a kid. Family road trips were part of my childhood and I vividly
remember traveling the summers in the Western United States
from the time I was five. As a kid, I rode my bike everywhere and
even became a pretty accomplished road racer. At age sixteen, I
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asked my parents if I could ride my bike from the Oregon border
to Los Angeles, California and since I was a pretty responsible
kid, they said, “Sure, but you have to pay for it yourself.” I
learned from that point, how to make and save money so I could
fund my adventure travel.

Michael Harlow age 16 (left) and his travel buddy, circa 1984.

Like most adventures, it started off with loose plans. I worked
odd jobs, in addition to my paper route, to fund the trip. I
wanted to experience this trip for myself but knew I needed to
have a travel buddy, so if anything went wrong we could help
each other. Unfortunately, there weren’t many kids my age who
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shared my passion for travel, so I settled for an acquaintance
from the neighborhood.
Our bike trip adventure began when we got off the bus in
Oregon. We departed in Medford, Oregon, but our bikes kept
going to Portland because of a logistics blunder. We had to
wait two unplanned days for our bikes, tents, and other gear.
Waiting for a few extra days was an unplanned hiccup so we
had to find food, shelter, and water. We ended up sleeping in a
park one night (more info on our blog) and a random person’s
house the next. Our bikes were packed with everything we
needed to survive on the road down the California coast. We
eventually got our bikes and gear and after hundreds of miles,
the extra weight damaged my bike and an expensive repair was
another unplanned cost. We were left with no money in San
Francisco. No money, no transportation, no fun. We had to
cancel the remainder of the trip to Los Angeles. The experience
was so humbling that I made it my mission to always know what
unforeseen costs may contribute to my travel budget.
Today, with my adventure traveler and wife Melissa, we
combined our travel experiences and started our website, blog,
and YouTube channel, The Adventure Travelers. We travel the
world in search of adventure, whether it’s crossing the Pacific
Ocean in our 37-foot sailboat, night-time treks in the jungles of
Costa Rica, or snorkeling with Manta Rays in Bora Bora. If there
is an adventure, we will find it and be able to somehow afford to
GO!
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We swam with Whale Sharks in La Paz, Mexico after sailing down
the coast of Mexico and across the Sea of Cortez.

While a travel budget, savings, and planning ahead is critical,
we pay for portions of our trips as we travel. We fund our
adventures in numerous ways, from small video
production, making and selling jewelry, working as a Dive
Master in Saipan, Micronesia (with free room and board),
teaching tourists how to sail or surf, and many other creative
ideas you will find in this resourceful book.
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How to Benefit From
this Book
Look for these Helpful Icons:
($) Money Icon – Means you can Make or Save Money by
Using This Tip
(?) Question Icon – Answers to Common Questions
(X) Check Off Icon – Check Off List
(!) Warning Icon – Be Careful!

LOTS OF LINKS

Since technology is moving so fast, if you find a broken link in
this eBook, please email us and we will correct it as soon as
possible.
For additional resources and information, click on the
hyperlinks throughout this book that look Like This.
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It’s About How to
Afford Adventure
Travel
Adventure Travel is Possible for Everyone
IN THIS BOOK, YOU WILL DISCOVER:

• How easy it is to travel more, with more adventure
and to exotic destinations
• How you can save money, earn money, and have
money while traveling
• Simple and money-saving ways to have fun without
sacrificing adventure
Making or saving money during your travels could actually be an
adventure! How is that?
WE WILL HELP YOU:

• With tips and ideas on spending less so, you can
travel and adventure more
• Travel like The Adventure Travelers and other
travelers who have used the strategies and
information in this book
• Understand that saving, spending less, and earning
a little money while you travel is possible, if you
create a plan and stick to it
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This photo is from our sailing adventure across the Pacific Ocean to
the South Pacific in 2016, where we anchored at our own private
island for FREE. That is our Island Packet 37 Sailboat.
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Michael & Melissa Harlow
Harlow, The Adventure Travelers

“I travel not to go anywhere but to go.
I travel for travel’s sake.
The great affair is to move.”
Robert Louis Stevenson
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3

Do Your Research
Now You Can Afford To Travel, but Do Your Research

Money Wall was taken in Bora Bora at one of our favorite burger
joints.

“I can’t afford to go there. It’s too expensive.”
We have heard that statement so many times, yet it has never
stopped us. If you can dream it, you can do it! Of course, only
you can put your dreams into ACTION. Your travel starts with
a good solid plan because it’s critical for affordable travel.
There are so many different places to go around the world,
that sometimes the most difficult thing is to figure out where
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you want to go next. Regardless of the exotic places you want to
see, you CAN afford it with a solid plan and research.
KNOW BEFORE YOU GO AND YOU WILL SAVE MONEY ($)

Knowing WHEN to go on your trip could affect how much
money you will spend. If you want to save money and go to the
tropics in the rainy season, you’ll need to pack more rain gear
than if you visit in the dry season.
Most of the time you can get cheaper rates going in the “offseason,” however, the point of the trip is to enjoy yourself, and
slogging through the mud for a week on your dream trip may be
a nightmare. There are cheaper fares in the off-season and a lot
fewer crowds too, so weigh the pros and cons. The Adventure
Travelers are all about research and educating yourself about
your destination. It goes a long way.
The internet is a great resource, but heed our warning,
Photoshop in the hands of some marketers can make a dismal
location look stunning. Always, get a few opinions and check
out sites like tripadvisor.com for reviews from other travelers
prior to booking. You can also search Pinterest and Instagram
for locations where people have traveled, in addition to sending
them private messages to learn more about the locations they
have posted.
KNOW WHAT’S GOING ON AT YOUR DESTINATION BEFORE YOU GO ($) (!)

There are many destination factors that can affect your travels.
During a trip to Fiji, we missed flying into an uprising coup by
a couple of weeks. The streets were shut down and there was
civil unrest. Luckily for us, it was over by the time we arrived.
Research where you want to go and check the weather, local
information, and/or news, months and weeks prior to
departing. You can stay updated and find TRAVEL WARNINGS
by visiting sites like the US Department of State. Typhoons,
uprisings, and even giant festivals are just a few things that can
impact your travel plans.
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Know your travel warnings before you adventure
anywhere. Acapulco, Mexico.

Even localized community situations can impact where you
want to go. We were staying at an upscale resort on the Big
Island of Hawaii and during the week, the resort had a very
relaxed atmosphere. Once the weekend hit, the resort
reduced the rates for the locals. The tranquil and relaxing
resort turned into a jam-packed noisy mess.
Know before you go!
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4

Travel With Someone
You Know and Trust
Traveling Alone or With Others
TRAVELING SOLO ($) (!)

Traveling alone, with family or friends is such a personal
decision.
I took many international trips by myself prior to meeting
Melissa. I spent a month in Australia and two weeks on a surf
trip in Fiji by myself, however, I was never lonely. In both places,
I met people at my first stop and since they were solo travelers
too, we immediately hit it off.
When I was in Fiji, the first day, I met a group of three
Australians who were surfing all around the islands. They asked
if I wanted to travel with them and that we would split costs
on hotels, travel, and food. It was incredible. I got to surf with
great guys and stay at places that I wouldn’t be able to pay for
by myself and it was a blast. I also ended up hanging with some
guys from Israel and another group of guys from New Zealand. I
had so much of my budgeted money left over, that by the end of
the trip, I splurged and got myself a room at an amazing private
island surf resort. There, I also met another group of surfers
and we all became good buddies. We even surfed with the
lifeguard that worked at the resort.
If you like traveling with new friends, you can opt for a
scheduled trip with others like Contiki which does group travel
for

18-35-year-olds,

some amazing trips.

or

Intrepid

Travel

which

offers
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TRAVELING WITH FRIENDS OR FAMILY ($) (!)

Even if you know your friend or family member well, we
suggest testing the waters with any new travel partner by
going on a mini- trip or weekend getaway. Begin with the
packing process and see how well prepared your travel partner
will be on the road. If they haven’t packed well, you may have
to pick up the slack since they will not be prepared for all the
surprises that come with travel. This could include purchasing
things at full price on the road, which takes away from your
travel budget and wastes valuable adventure time. It is better to
find out on a short trip that your partner blows budget money,
rather than on an extended excursion.

This is Peter, Karen, Sean, and Sarah from the boat, Batu.
We sailed across the Pacific Ocean, one day behind them.
We hooked up again in Nuku Hiva after making landfall.

Assuming the packing went well, the next challenge will be
compatibility. There is nothing worse than having a constant
complainer or someone who has difficulty with the little travel
hiccups that are bound to happen.
Friends don’t necessarily make the best travel partners. I
traveled to Europe with one of my good friends and thought the
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trip would go smoothly. We landed in Germany and planned a
trip to England, only to have the airport fogged in for days. My
friend complained constantly, so we ended up taking a flight to
Ireland instead.
The last thing you want to do is waste all the money you
saved for your dream trip and have it turn into a nightmare
due to a miserable travel partner.
TESTING THE WATERS WITH A MINI TRIP

Before I met Melissa, she was already an adventure traveler.
Melissa loved to plan stay-cations and weekend getaways with
her friends. After planning a trip to Santa Barbara, Melissa
wanted to invite a friend of hers from work. They were great
to work colleagues, but Melissa wasn’t sure they would be
compatible during travel. She invited her work partner along
so she could test the waters before entering into a committed
trip to San Francisco. Although her colleague was a bit messy,
they ended up having a great time and her work partner was
very easy going and didn’t freak out at last-minute changes or
challenges. They ended up planning numerous trips and each
adventure was more fun than the last.
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5

Planning Your Trip Passports, Visas and
More
Passports and Visas
PASSPORT ($) (X)

If you’re traveling overseas, one simple way to save money is
to ensure you have your passport long before you depart. DO
NOT procrastinate with your passport and/or Visas.
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Our son’s passport was chewed by our dog literally a week before
we left! This damage invalidates the passport. Always keep your
passport protected from weather and animals! We paid about
$200 to have a duplicate expedited.

You will save money and reduce stress by having your
passport in-hand early. There are procedures for getting your
passport quickly, but you will pay dearly for that
luxury. RushMyPassport.com is a valuable resource if you are in
a time crunch. Start by understanding what is required to get a
passport.
How to apply for a passport
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VISA (X)

Do you need a Visa to your destination(s)? You should apply
months ahead of schedule. If you are traveling to multiple
destinations, ensure you have all of your mandatory required
visas before you leave. Some countries, such as Mexico (and
many others) allow you to purchase your visa as you enter the
country. Ensure you keep your visa paperwork in a safe
place, as you will need this documentation to exit the country
as well. Use the Online Visa Requirements Checker website to learn
and understand what the requirements are for your destinations.
Scan or take pictures with your mobile phone and email to
yourself; your passport, driver’s license, insurance, and any
other documents you may need on the road. You can always
get to any internet café and download your documents if they
were lost or stolen.
We recommend this great scanning app: JotNot
IMMUNIZATIONS ($) (!) (X)

The CDC has a great immunizations webpage that lists places
that require (or is a good idea to have) vaccinations prior to
departure. We suggest visiting or calling your local Travel
Doctor to get more information on immunizations for the areas
you will be visiting. Both can explain the travel safety protocols
for the regions. The last thing you want to do is spend more
money on costly medications or hospital visits while traveling.
Some countries require travelers to have vaccinations before you
enter.
Side note: Blood donors who travel to malarial areas may be
disqualified from giving blood upon their return. Check with the
RedCross.
TRAVEL HEALTH INSURANCE ($) (!) (X)

Some countries mandate travel health insurance.
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You never know when you may need a doctor. Poisonous Stone
Fish in Maui, Hawaii.

There are several types of travel insurance. We have only used
Divers Alert Network insurance for our mandatory insurance
when we sailed to French Polynesia. Of course, there are many
others, including Travelex Insurance.
STUDENT ID CARD ($)

You can save a considerable amount of money at hotels,
hostels, rail passes, and much more by getting an International
Student ID Card (ISIC).
I don’t recall how I did it, but I did manage to get one of these
cards without actually being a student, well, let’s just say, “being
creative.” It saved me quite a bunch of money while traveling in
Europe.
To be eligible for the ISIC, you must be a student, age 13
or over, currently enrolled at an accredited institution, and
matriculating towards a diploma or a degree. Sorry, but you
can’t be in a continuing education or language school to be
eligible. The card is valid for 1 year from the date it was issued.
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6

Stop Spending Money
and Fund Your Trip
Simple Ways to Fund Your Trip – Before You Leave
CREATE A REALISTIC AND NON-NEGOTIABLE BUDGET ($) (X)

A budget is critical to any travel. We have found that having a
daily budget is more realistic. It is amazing how fast money can
flow from your wallet when you aren’t paying attention. Be sure
to add expenses like taxis, gas, Uber or Lyft rides, coffee, small
snacks, and alcohol. These expenses can add up very quickly!
Here is a link to several free Budget Spreadsheets for you to try.
GET RID OF STUFF YOU DON’T NEED ($)

When we made the decision to quit our corporate jobs and sail
from San Diego to Mexico, Marquesas, the Tuamotus, French
Polynesia, and Hawaii, we sold as much as we could (including
my car) to help purchase our boat and fund our trip.
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This was one of MANY garage sales we created to raise money and
get rid of stuff. The best idea is to STOP SPENDING
SPENDING!

If you are serious about travel, be prepared to sell your stuff
on Craigslist, eBay, or at garage sales. Clean out all the junk
that you no longer need. We asked ourselves this important
question, “IIs this stuff or thing, a NEED or a WANT?” Once you
have a pile of stuff to sell, go through everything else, and find
some more. We have made more than $800 in one garage
sale. That $800 was enough to purchase a plane ticket!
You can even give away items to non-profits like Goodwill and
get tax credits at the end of the year. If nothing else, it costs
less to store, which saves you money.
SAVE YOUR CHANGE ($)

Saving your change won’t fund your trip, but it will definitely
help provide some extra cash for side trips. Start months in
advance and stick with it! Save all the change you get back at
the grocery store and other budgeted purchases. When your jar
is full, take it to a CoinStar type machine (be careful of fees) or
your bank/credit union (no fees at our credit union) and cash
in prior to your trip! This small way of saving can help pay for
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tickets to the theater, a rock climbing adventure, or many nights
of amazing dinners.
A GREEN IDEA – RECYCLING CANS AND BOTTLES ($)

This idea sounds silly but when you purchase some canned or
bottled products, you are paying money upfront for the bottles
or cans, so all you are doing is getting your money back! Plus,
you’re recycling! Not a huge moneymaker, but we have made
over $100 by collecting our cans. Ask friends and family if they
want to donate their recyclables to your cause. Melissa collects
cans from her mom!
SAVE HOLIDAY, REFUND, AND/OR GIFT MONEY ($)

If you get money/checks (or even birthday money) from family
or work during the holidays, put it towards your travel budget.
There is nothing like a travel gift to yourself. If you can, put this
type of money into an “adventure” savings account, that is
separate from your typical checking or savings account.
AFTER HOLIDAY SALES ($)

There are great sales to be had after the holidays. You can
usually find things at 50% to 70% off retail. We rarely purchase
anything at retail prices.
STOP SPENDING $5 A DAY AND SAVE SERIOUS MONEY ($)

It’s amazing how fast $5 turns into real cash. Instead of going
to a coffee house every day, make your own. Stop eating out
for lunch and make an effort to just brown bag it. If you save
just $5 a day, that equals $1,825 a year which is easily the
price for two plane tickets. Again, if you are serious about
your future adventures, these spending diets will be easy.
Make it a goal to spend 50% less on expenses like salon
services, memberships, magazine subscriptions, movie night,
going out to dinner, phone and internet services, clothing, gifts,
personal products, and even groceries. Keep track of ALL your
receipts and add them to an excel list, so you can review them
once a month. It is not easy to spend less but it IS POSSIBLE if
you want to travel badly enough.
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SHOP SUSTAINABLE AT THRIFT STORES ($)

You can easily find and purchase the items needed for your trip
at thrift stores like Goodwill. Melissa has a knack for finding
barely used and brand name items at thrift stores. Post a list
on Facebook of gently used items you need for your trip and
you will be surprised at the outpouring of friendship. This is a
great way to acquire inexpensive items like hiking gear, jackets,
boots, sweaters, and the like. Why pay $175 dollars for a brand
name jacket when you can get the same jacket for $5 at a thrift
store. Plus, it is the ultimate recycling. Many friends and family
members have items just taking up space and would love to
donate to your adventure travel.
CROWDFUNDING ($)

This is our niece Kristina who crowdfunded her trip to Kilimanjaro,
by hiking the mountain to raise awareness for Crohn’s disease.

Are you making a movie, teaching, or doing something that
is intriguing to others? Crowdfunding is a great new way to get
people to contribute to your adventure. Encouraging others to
help support your cause, not only brings in extra money but also
generates more passion for your project. You need to generate
a following long before you make the pitch for people to fund
your project. Here are a few of the legitimate websites:
Indiegogo.com
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Kickstarter.com
GoFundme.com
WEBSITE AFFILIATES ($)

You will need a creative blog, YouTube channel, or website to
make money as a website affiliate. What is a website affiliate?
An affiliate is a company that allows you to post a link or image
on your web page that promotes their business. These affiliates
offer your readers some sort of discount and you make money
every time one of your readers buys something from their
website via their ad/link on your website. Since the internet is
working 24/7, you could be making money at 3 AM, while you’re
sleeping. Also, you get paid in perpetuity (forever) as long as the
link is valid. Although you need a certain amount of computer
knowledge to make this work, it’s worth investing your time and
research to learn something new that could earn you money.

HOME-BASED BUSINESS TAX CREDITS ($)

There are many opportunities to have a small home-based
business that may require you to travel and write off meals and
travel expenses for tax purposes.
You must maintain a logbook of your travel, expenses
(including destination and purpose of visit), and contacts who
were seen. Be sure to know the tax laws for your state. Many
certified public accountants are a great resource.
TRANSITION TO A BOAT OR RV AND SAVE ($)

During the last two years, we have saved bundles of cash by
living on our boat and in our RV. Just to give you a transparent
view of how we did this, here is a quick breakdown of our boat
costs while living in San Diego, California.
Living in one of the most prestigious marinas in all of San
Diego, an inexpensive $800 monthly boat slip rental got us:
• A beautiful slip (the closest harbor to the Pacific
Ocean)
• Shore power – small additional cost (about $15 a
month)
• Free wifi
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Free water
Free health club and spa membership
Free parking
Free restrooms with showers
Free use of the resort pool/jacuzzi
Discounts at the bar/restaurant
Discounts for our friends/family at the resort, if they
wanted to visit but not stay on the boat

This is the Kona Kai Marina where we lived while transitioning from
our boat to an RV.

All of this and we were only about 10 minutes from
downtown, where the average home is over a million dollars.
We also had an ocean view every day!
While living and traveling around the USA and Canada in our
RV, we saved money by not having the typical home expenses
like rent, gardener, water, sewer, trash, repairs, and more.
Although we still had expenses, they were below half, compared
to living in a typical home. We were able to stay free in many
places in Alaska and around the U.S. by using Apps like
Boondockers Welcome, Harvest Hosts, Thousand Trails,
Passport America, and our favorite, Allstays.
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A TEACHING MOMENT
MOMENT: Utilize Supply and Demand to Make
Money on the Fly ($)
Before I went to Australia (in the 1990s), I found out what was
trending and popular. Everyone agreed that Ray-Ban sunglasses
were popular and in demand. At that time, Ray-Ban’s were not
easy to find in Australia. I purchased $1,000 worth of sunglasses
from a local surf shop with plans to make money in Australia.
As I was walking out of the store, I had second thoughts, gave
the sunglasses back, and got my money back.
When I got to Australia, people literally stopped me on the
streets and asked if they could buy the clothes off my back.
A typical comment sounded like this, “Hey mate, do you know
you’re wearing a thousand dollar outfit? That shirt is sick!” They
were just normal clothes for a Californian, but to Australians, it
was a whole new look.
I could have easily sold $1,000 worth of sunglasses and
profited very nicely. Of course, you need to check with customs
to see if you can “import” high dollar items. There may also be
state and federal laws with regards to this type of transaction,
but the point is, be creative.
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7

Travel and Money
Saving Checklists
A Good Pre-departure Checklist Can Save You Money
Everyone has different wants/needs but this is our checklist and
as our plans change, we modify the checklist as needed. A good
travel checklist can help you save money because it helps you
remember to bring expensive items instead of wasting money
by purchasing things on the fly.

The only way we were able to sail across the Pacific Ocean, was
because we started 2+ years before by creating a series of task lists
and calendar mini-goals. This is a group of sailors who just crossed
the Pacific Ocean with us as part of the Pacific Puddle Jump.
We are in the middle of the picture.
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MONTHS IN ADVANCE ($) (X)

__Be sure to have any Anti-Malarial medication or other
prescribed medications ready to take with you. We also suggest
bringing a written prescription with you in case your
medications are lost or damaged. Some countries need valid
written prescriptions to fill an order.
__Make sure your Passport is valid for at least six months. You
do not want to be traveling and have your passport expire!
(Note: If you don’t have a current passport, it may take months
to obtain one – ensure you take this time into consideration.)
RushMyPassport.com
__Ensure your Travel Visa’s are in order. Check with the country
you are visiting to see if a Visa is mandatory.
__Research your location’s weather and plan accordingly. It
actually snows in some mountainous parts of the tropics, so
plan what clothing to bring. We like Windy.com to find out
weather conditions around the world.
__Know if your hotel/accommodations include air conditioning.
Our modest hotel room in Fiji was not air-conditioned and I
thought Melissa would explode with heat! This was a checklist
item she wanted to include.
__If you have medical conditions, research any medical needs
you may have while traveling. Melissa’s ophthalmologist
wanted her to get her eyes examined every six months while
we traveled. We were pleasantly surprised at the health care
affordability in French Polynesia.
WEEKS TO DAYS IN ADVANCE ($) (X)

__Send off any bills that will be due before your return and
deposit any checks before you go.
__If you will be traveling for an extended amount of time, set up
“auto-pay” for bills that need to be paid monthly like cell phone
or car payments.
__Be sure your cellular provider allows “out of the country”
coverage. Many plans limit your coverage when out of the
country.
__Have a trusted family member pick up mail or notify the post
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office to hold all of your mail.
__Remove perishables from the refrigerator or turn it off
completely – depending on how long you will be away.
__Reschedule any services that may come while you’re away, like
house cleaning.
__Easily overlooked, but be sure to take out your garbage right
before you leave.
__You may need to turn off the water to your house but we
suggest keeping on the outside water to the yard if you are in a
warm climate.
__Install a timer for the lights in the house and arrange for a
close neighbor to have a key.
__Ensure you have a pet sitter or responsible party to take care
of your pets and leave instructions, pet documents, vet name
and contact info, and medications for any unforeseen issues.
Leave food and water bowls out and clean the kitty litter or yard
waste.
__Scan and leave copies of your passport, driver’s license,
emergency list of contacts, itinerary, updated will, etc. Leave one
copy at home and take the other with you in your backpack or
carry-on.
__Have copies of any travel & Medivac Insurance. Insurance
can be mandatory for Indonesia, Maldives, French Polynesia,
and other countries, so do your research. Some countries even
need your DMV and/or a background check!
__Print or download your airline tickets and Itinerary. A backup
copy in case your phone dies prior to boarding if using a mobile
app.
__Purchase a strap-type travel wallet or Money Belt to hold cash,
tickets, money, credit cards, passports, visas, etc.
__Pack an airplane approved carry-on travel back pack usually
small enough for an airline overhead compartment.
__Notify your credit/debit card company of your destinations
before you go. This may alleviate any questions or cancellation
issues after any foreign charges.
__Bring a small number of small cash bills. We use the
CapitalOne credit card. Their Venture One credit card is the
best for travel expenses. They do not charge foreign transaction
fees, they are easy to contact and give miles for your purchases.
You MUST pay off your purchases monthly before any fees or
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interest are added! This is the only credit card we use and we
pay it off each month. They are PAYING US to use their credit
card!
__Purchase batteries, SD cards, and/or external flash drives
prior to leaving. Bring extra charging blocks and cables! These
may be hard to find.
__Alcohol and spirits are VERY expensive in some countries, so
be prepared for the extra expense.
__Bring multiple pairs of reading glasses! If you can’t see a map,
it doesn’t do you any good!
DOWNLOAD ALL APPS, MOVIES, PODCASTS, E-BOOKS, AND MUSIC (X) (!)

This is a WiFi connection card that is common all throughout
French Polynesia, where you have to pay big bucks to be
connected.

__Download all Apps, movies, podcasts, eBooks, and music for
offline prior to leaving. WiFi is non-existent or very expensive
in some countries and even in Canada. We always pay for the
ability to download offline Netflix movies, Audiobooks, eBooks,
Spotify music, and other items before we go.
__Don’t forget to update all your apps and software before you
go. There are also a lot of apps you can use to help pack Packing
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Pro App
__Ensure you go offline after you update and verify that you can
log in and all your apps/software works offline.
__Go “old school” and purchase travel books and maps from
Barnes & Noble to use as a quick reference. It’s a bummer when
you cannot use any of your electronics to navigate. Hard maps
and books have saved our bacon more than a few times!
A TEACHING MOMENT ABOUT HAVING BACKUPS: (!) from our
adventure sailing to the South Pacific. When we were in San
Diego, we decided to purchase a duplicate iPad, as a backup.
Both iPads have a Nuud Lifeproof cover that allows them to
be submerged up to six feet underwater. This is perfect for a
saltwater environment like sailing.
Before we left Nuevo Vallarta, I decided to load the newest
version of our navigation software (iNavX for iPad) on Melissa’s
iPad as a backup. It worked wonderfully and the new version
looked better than the old version (still on my iPad) so we used
Melissa’s iPad for the first few days.
Unfortunately, I needed to reboot the iPad because the
battery died. When the iPad re-booted, the iNavX software
asked me to log in using the internet. This was impossible
because we were in the middle of the ocean with NO
INTERNET!
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This is our iPad navigation system we used while sailing across the
Pacific and to the Islands of French Polynesia. It connected directly
with our boat electronics. We brought 2 iPads in case one failed
and one did!

What kind of navigation software asks you to login with no
internet availability? I tried everything for over 3 hours and I
still couldn’t get into our navigation software. Of course, we had
paper charts but working with the navigation software is more
efficient and updated. Just then, I remembered I had the old
iPad with the same software already loaded and ready to go. I
booted up my iPad and it worked flawlessly.
In the middle of the ocean, using my HF (high frequency)
Sailmail email, I wrote one heck of a letter to the iNavX company
about the bug in their latest version release. It always helps to
have backups and sometimes backups to your backups.
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8

Using Technology to
Travel and Save
Money
Smart Phones and Accessories
We all have mobile devices and they are here to stay. Even our
parents and grandparents are connected! You may not think
about all the internal components of your mobile devices, but
many have an accelerometer, GPS, flashlight, camera, music and
so much more that can easily be put in a pocket and carried
worldwide. With the multitude of applications (apps) these
devices are limitless in the ways they can help the traveler.
We strongly encourage you to bring one of these devices on
your travels, since it can help in so many ways. However, as we
mentioned before, NEVER USE THEM AS YOUR ONLY MEANS OF
INFORMATION. (!)
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This device, the inReach Explorer, allowed us to use our iPhones to
text our family
and friends in the middle of the ocean!

Mobile devices are so prevalent that when we were in Bali,
our driver had a cell phone, yet he had no idea how to use
a microwave. When you consider that microwaves have been
around 30 years longer than cell phones, that’s pretty crazy.
BRING INTERNATIONAL ADAPTERS & TRANSFORMERS ($) (!)

With all the technology, you will also need to charge everything,
so bring an adapter for international plugs. A transformer may
be needed to step down or step up the power requirements
to ensure you don’t overcharge your device. These adapters
can be expensive or not available at all, so plan ahead to spare
yourself a lot of headaches.
DON’T RELY ON TECHNOLOGY AND LEARN OLD SCHOOL TRAVEL (!)

Mobile devices break, lose power, get stolen, and just plain fail.
Do not count on your GPS, Google, or texting. Always have
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the knowledge and written resources to get you out of a jam.
We suggest carrying a recent road map of your location as
a backup to your electronic devices. Getting lost can be
extremely expensive because of unforeseen expenses. Make a
pit stop at a gas station, small market, or even order your maps
in advance on Amazon.

Pictured here is a map we purchased in Costa Rica when our GPS
failed.

A TEACHING MOMENT: Always have a hard map. When Melissa
and I traveled to Costa Rica, it was late and getting dark. We
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were slightly concerned because our phone GPS wasn’t
working. After getting our bearings and eating a good meal, we
stopped and purchased an old fashion map. Even the map was
challenging to understand. We should have purchased a map
and planned out our route on paper. The hotel was in a very
remote location, so we were a little nervous about getting lost
at night. Melissa speaks Spanish pretty well, so we managed to
find our hotel after hours of searching!
SMALL DEVICES ARE EASY TO STEAL – BEWARE (!)

Of course, thieves want these devices for all the reasons you
do. They are easy to grab and run. Your device has so much
personal information on it, you should so treat it like your wallet
or even cash. Try not to text or check email in a sketchy public
place. You need to pay attention to your beautiful surroundings
anyway!
BACKUP AND USE SECURITY SOFTWARE (!)

We try to back up our devices and computers as much as
possible. We have opted for the extra iCloud backup for our
Apple devices and we use Norton Antivirus, or AVG to protect
our computer from hacker attempts.
WEBSITES

If you have a blog or website, ensure you back it up and have
a reliable web hosting company like Siteground. Both Melissa
and I have several websites and we have been using Siteground
since we have found it to have the best customer service
around.
WIFI-PHISHERS, HACKERS, AND OTHER SLIME (!)

A TEACHING MOMENT: Cell phones can be hacked: I’m sure you
are aware of the many tricks and covert operations of hackers.
Melissa was using the public WiFi at the local library and her
iPhone and iCloud account were hacked. She had to totally
restore her phone. Public WiFi is so hard to find when you
are traveling, but in the case that you must log in on a public
network, have a privacy procedure in place to help avoid
hackers. We suggest NEVER facing your screen to any open
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space. Use your phone or computer so the screen is facing
a wall or corner. Check out this site to learn the latest tricks
scammers are doing and you may save yourself some grief out
on the road.
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9

Saving Money on
Planes, Trains, Buses,
RV's, Automobiles and
Boats
Modes of Transportation
BOOKING FLIGHTS AND TRAVELING ON PLANES ($) (X)

Check and double-check your itinerary before you pay online.
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Even before you take off, if it’s a short trip, use Airport Parking
Reservations and Park N Fly to help you find a place to park.
To book your flight and/or hotel, car, there are a lot of great
travel portals. We like Booking Buddy, Expedia, Intrepid Travel,
Globehunters, LookupFare, and CheapOair, because they are
easy to navigate! Like most internet sites, you can get fare
alerts sent to you. You can filter your searches and all the
fees are upfront with the exception of baggage fees. You can
also track trends including pricing over time and dates. Note:
Not all airlines are registered with all travel portals. As we
mentioned earlier, do your research. Sometimes you can see
more flight opportunities if you go directly to the airline you
want to fly with.
Always, always check your itinerary carefully before you
choose the Pay Now button! Be sure the dates you selected
are correct. Some dates may appear in the European form!
There have been many stories of people showing up at the
airport with their eTickets in hand and the flight they paid for
was a week later or flying out of a different airport. Check and
then double-check EVERYTHING before you click the PayNow
button.
Of course, you can always work through a travel agency.
Some agencies have a certain amount of time to talk with a
potential customer, so if you haven’t made a decision, they may
end your call and move to a paying customer. We suggest
having all your travel arrangements in order and know what
time you want to fly, the destination, and your budget. If you
have a AAA membership, they have a great trip planning
service with maps, books, and helpful hints. It’s generally
worth the membership fee just to have the travel services.
Airfare prices are generally lower if you check on Tuesday
or Wednesday, as opposed to Saturday morning when
everyone else is checking! Just take five minutes, have the site
bookmarked, and pull it down a few times a day. When the
price gets close to what you want, grab it right then and there,
because the price can change in the blink of an eye! Think of it
as a game to get what you want, rather than an inconvenience
from the airlines.
The best time to choose your flight is generally six weeks
from your departure date. With gas prices fluctuating so much,
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buying too early could be just as bad a buying too late. The
typical change in prices from your departure date is 21, 7, and 3
days.
Airfare Watchdog is a great site that will send you alerts.
REDEEMING AIRLINE MILES ($)

The best time to use your miles is about six months before you
actually plan on departing.
Check the airline website for the Frequent Flier (FF) page.
Usually, they will have a chart that outlines what miles can be
redeemed for your travel purposes.

The Entertainment Book has numerous coupons and worth the
investment.

The best FF carriers are Alaska Airlines, JetBlue TrueBlue,
Southwest Rapid Rewards, American Airlines AAdvantage, Delta
SkyMiles, and at the end of the pack, United MileagePlus
ALSO: Off Airport parking is much cheaper. Look for
coupons. We like the following companies: Airport Parking
Reservations, for looking up reservations and we use Park ‘N Fly
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a lot when flying out of San Diego. We also use coupons in our
Entertainment Book which we purchase every year! The coupon
book can save you thousands of dollars annually. The coupon
book also has an excellent app to download, which brings up
discounts on your phone wherever you are traveling in the
USA. The book can range from $15 to $40 depending on the
time of year and location in the country. You can order them
online at shop.entertainment.com.
PACKING AND WEIGHING YOUR BAGGAGE ($)

Airline baggage fees are now the norm and you need to know
exactly how much your bag weighs prior to getting to the airport
or at least know it’s under 50 pounds (Spirit Air is a light 41 lbs.
before you are overweight).
It is frustrating when you are in the airport digging through
your bags and transferring the heavier items to the lighter
weight suitcase just to avoid paying fees. It’s also a little
embarrassing if your personal items are falling out too. We
know because we have been there!
Even though your ticket may say your luggage is included, it’s
been our experience that you need to be prepared to pay for
it anyway. Some airlines may refund your money, but it’s not
easy.
• Use your lightest weight bags for checked luggage –
check American Tourister and Samsonite.
• Check with your airline for the baggage fees or it may
be listed on this chart.
• Get locks for your baggage (TSA and for hotels/
hostels).
• Bags are stolen right from the baggage claim! DO
NOT waste time getting to the baggage claim. We
would rather spend a few extra minutes waiting for
the bags to be loaded on the conveyor than to lose
all of our belongings.
• Carry on all your medications and items, that if lost
or stolen, cannot be easily replaced.
• The Adventure Travelers highly recommend you
bring a pillowcase, sheet, or a few sarongs if you are
traveling for an extended time and don’t know the
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quality of the rooms. Melissa always brings a
lightweight sheet on flights. It can be used for a
multitude of things.

A TEACHING MOMENT: Always bring a pillowcase and sheet. We
were traveling in Bali and found out about a volcano climbing
and sunrise excursion. This sounded like our kind of
adventure. Our Balinese driver made the overnight
arrangements for us. We spent the night at a local hotel since
we needed to be up at 2:00 AM to begin our climb.
Let’s just say, although we appreciated a bed for the night,
this was the first time we were at a hotel without sheets or
pillowcases. We had to use Melissa’s sarongs as a pillowcase
and a sheet. In addition to the one light bulb hanging in the
middle of the room, the shower produced thick black slime from
the water catcher on the roof and the tub was squishy and
moldy. We also suspect I was bitten by bed bugs. We were so
glad to get out of there and go climb a volcano!
TRAVELING BY PLANE – HINTS, AND TIPS ($)

• Consider connecting flights to reduce costs.
• Travel mid-week or off-peak times to get the best
rates.
• Make more stops to gain frequent flyer airline miles
and it’s cheaper.
• Take the redeye or very early or very late departures.
• Use the “Add Nearby Airports” check box when
booking online. Smaller airports may offer better
pricing.
• Baggage fees can add a lot to the bottom line. Check
out the rates on airlines BEFORE you book. The
airline prices may look great on one airline but the
baggage fees may end up costing you more than if
you booked on a higher price airline with no baggage
fees.
• If you use an airline more frequently, get their airline
credit card. By carrying their card, the desk agent
may waive some or all baggage fees. Also, by using
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the airline credit card, they have special incentives
like double miles for some airlines. Always be sure
to pay off your credit card bill before it’s due, to
avoid credit card debt and fees. This is The
Adventure Travelers secret to staying debt-free!
Never purchase more than you can pay, before
your bill is due!
• Most international flights offer meals and alcohol for
free, but domestic flights charge for everything
except non-alcoholic beverages. We always carry
healthy snacks. Our friend Gary, from the TV show
Naked and Afraid
Afraid, suggests that you purchase a nonBPA water bottle and bring it on the plane
empty. Once on the plane, you can have the flight
attendant fill it up. We also suggest a rugged type
bottle that has a charcoal filter inside the bottle for
extra purification. You can also use this when
traveling in countries with water that is not so great.
This will save you money in the long run, since you
will not need to purchase water bottles at your
destination and you are reducing plastic waste while
maintaining your health.
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On our way to our honeymoon in Bali! Notice Melissa has her
trusted snuggle sheet.
TRAINS ($)

For several years, I commuted on trains. It was a relaxing and
stress-free way to download while still traveling. Here are just a
few tips we have for work or pleasure:
• Use overnight trains if you need a place to sleep and/
or you are traveling to a new destination that
requires a substantial amount of travel.
• Always try to use a ticket agent rather than an
automated kiosk, unless you’re in a time crunch.
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•
•
•
•

•
•

Agents can give you some “insider” information if you
ask the right questions and they can tell you what
discounts you may be able to apply like AAA, AARP, or
other club discounts or coupons. An agent can also
help you plan a trip by possibly combining fares with
planes or other transportation.
Try to get a group rate by pooling together with
others.
Avoid purchasing tickets on weekends and evenings.
Purchase way in advance, if you can.
If you use a website to purchase your tickets, check
the booking fees to ensure they are reasonable, and
always double-check before you hit the “PAY NOW”
button!
Bring your own food to save money.
Prearrange your transportation and
accommodations before you get to the train station.
Desperate people will overpay for a taxi and a hotel
room.

RV’S (RECREATIONAL VEHICLES AND CAMPER VANS) ($)

This is our YouTube video that explains our reasons for choosing
the Forest River, Sunseeker

We created a short video on our YouTube Channel about why
we purchased our RV and what our exit plan is after we finish
our long term travel.
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After sailing to Mexico and the South Pacific, we sold our boat
and used the proceeds to purchase our RV. In our experience,
being debt-free is critical for the traveling lifestyle. It was
very tempting to buy a deluxe RV, but we had a firm budget and
stuck to it.
We started our RV trip with our “Exit Plan” in mind first. We
thought, “What are we going to do with the RV when we are
done
using
it
to
travel?”
We
found
two
companies, Outdoorsy.com and RVShare.com that will help us
rent out our RV when we are not using it. We win by renting our
RV and the RV renter wins by getting a truly amazing RV, with
us as the renter. This cuts out the middle man “corporate” RV
rental companies that nickel and dime the renter for every little
thing, like renting a toaster!
Or you could purchase an affordable camper van and travel
for less. Van traveling is challenging but there is an abundance
of information and stories online about this type of travel.
After traveling in our RV for over 20,000 miles, we have seen
every kind of RV, van, conversion van, tent, motorcycle, etc. that
people are using to travel just like us. It can be very affordable
to travel this way.
In Alaska, for example, you can pull off the highway anywhere
(as long as it is not posted “No Camping”) and stay overnight
or longer for FREE. We stayed in many amazing pullouts for
multiple days along a scenic river or lake.
This also includes BLM (Bureau of Land Management) land
which is mostly in the Western USA but is everywhere in Alaska.
You can camp on these lands for free for up to 14 days at a
time, which really saves you a ton of money.
If you do a little research online, you can uncover many places
to stay for free as long as you have an RV or van that does not
require being electrically powered for days at a time.
Other free places to park for ONE night include Walmart,
Cracker Barrel, Cabelas, truck stops, Flying J gas stations, and
many other places. I could write another book on this, however,
if you do your research, you can find all the information on
the internet. We prefer the upgraded ALLSTAYS app because
it includes great filter options like low bridges, casinos, dump
stations, propane, etc. A good place to start is here.
We have also saved thousands of dollars by using these
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money-saving apps and websites below, while on the road.
Remember, many parts of the USA like Alaska, have little to no
internet connectivity.

This YouTube video explains how a Harvest Hosts location works.
It’s about $45 a year to be a member and you get unlimited free
nights to park your RV in amazing locations.

Always use your apps to plan when you are connected. We
save screenshots of maps and information in case we have no
connection later on down the road.
Boondockers Welcome
Allstays
Harvest Hosts
To find the cheapest USA gas around, we also use the
GasBuddy App.
A good friend of mine (a river raft guide) bought a very
inexpensive van and gutted it. He installed a mattress and all
the essentials and lived out of town in a free primitive (BLM)
camping area. He was totally off the grid and living in nature.
He drove five minutes to work as a river guide and all the money
he made, was profit.
AUTOMOBILES ($)

Rental Cars and Motorcycles – Depending upon how long you
are going to be in a certain country, it may be best to purchase
a used but reliable car that gets you from Point A to Point
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B. When you leave, you can sell it to recoup some or all of
your money. A lot of people do this when visiting New Zealand.
Our sailing buddies (a family of four) bought a vehicle in New
Zealand for $5,000, used it for six months, and then sold it for
$2,000. There is no way to rent a vehicle for six months for that
kind of money.
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We drove over 1,000 miles in Mexico in our rental car.

When I worked in the corporate world, I would always use
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the following car rental companies below. I signed up for every
rental rewards program they had to offer and received many
free rentals and free upgrades every time I rented a car.
Hertz
Fox Rent a Car
Auto Europe
You may want to skip the rental car insurance if you are
already covered under your own car insurance. Check with your
insurance BEFORE you get to your destination. In addition, some
credit cards cover insurance on rentals but DO NOT depend
on it unless you have documentation. We were charged
outrageous rental fees in Costa Rica because there is only one
government-mandated agency that runs the show. Don’t get
sucked into a cheap car rate rental in places like Costa Rica,
because they find ways to increase the rates by 75%!
Always check the internet for corporate rates or coupon
codes. This may be time-consuming, but if it saves you $10 a
day, that is money you can use for something else!
Also, the American Automobile Association (AAA) has great
coupons and deals. You have to become a member, but over
time, it is worth the price.

BUSES ($) (!)

We traveled a lot by bus to the interior of Mexico. There are
many types of buses but it mostly depends on your location
and the remoteness of the area you plan to travel to. A bus
may include air conditioning, snacks or chickens, and no
open windows. You must research and ask questions about
bus travel in the area you wish to visit. Some bus schedules are
reliable while others are a “wait and see if it shows up” type of
transportation.
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We took a bus through Mexico and it was fantastic! They even
provided snacks when you boarded.

Most travelers agree that conditions can be overlooked if the
people and places are amazing. Our bus in Mexico was
affordable, on time, had WiFi, very professional, and extremely
comfortable. We just asked the locals where to find the bus
station and took a taxi there.
Buses are so different in Europe and in other parts of the
world. They are more reliable and easier to navigate. Right in
our own hometown, Melissa tried to take her grandmother on
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a bus across town and they never made it, because it was so
confusing.
Some hints and tips about riding a bus:
• Unless you are going somewhere very scenic, take a
night bus because it’s a place to sleep and you get to
wake up in a new destination. However, make sure
your travel items are tucked under the seat in front
of you or next to you if you sleep. A sleeping traveler
can be a crime statistic waiting to happen.
• Confirm your seat and DO NOT sit in the back of the
bus, next to the restroom. Also, the seats at the very
back don’t recline.
• If you are traveling in high crime areas (Central
America, etc.), hide money or cell phones in several
places in case you get robbed.
• Bring plenty of healthy snacks and water/Gatorade
for hydration (and ensure there is a working
restroom on board). Our bus in Mexico was
stopped by federal agents and confiscated all our
fresh fruit!
• Place your luggage in the overhead rack across from
your seat, so you can keep an eye on it at all times.
• Try to get a window seat, so you have somewhere
comfortable to rest your head when sleeping.
• Bring a small pillow or blanket.
• Always bring a small change of clothes, medicines,
and a few personal items even if it’s a day’s
excursion. You never know about breakdowns or
scheduling mishaps.
BOATS (!) (?)

Start with a trusted Yacht broker if you are going to purchase a
new or used boat. A good broker can also point you to a good
charter boat company. This type of travel or transportation
requires some detailed research.
If you want to charter or travel by boat, choosing the right one
is a task that requires a lot of time and research. This type of
travel can be expensive, so when thinking about boating, these
are a few basic questions to ask yourself:
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

What is your budget?
How comfortable do you want to be?
How far do you want to go?
Will you need to be connected to the internet most of
the time?
Are you hiring a captain or do you have enough
experience?
Is the boat seaworthy enough to get you to your
destination?
Has this boat had a recent marine survey for safety?
Do you need a crew to help with the boat?
Do the people on board know and understand how
to navigate?
Do you know where to get water, food, gas, propane,
and supplies?
Can you repair your boat if something goes wrong?
Are there communications aboard for emergencies?

These are just a few thoughts and they can be used regardless
if you are buying a canoe, kayak, cabin cruiser, catamaran, or
sailboat.
When we purchased our Island Packet yacht, we researched
for years before finally making our decision. The most
important question we had to answer was, “Is this boat
seaworthy enough to cross the Pacific Ocean?” Our boat sailed
through some serious and dangerous weather and I never once
thought about the integrity of our boat.
We sailed over 10,500 miles in just shy of 11 months and we
saw every type of boat you could imagine. We all had one thing
in common, we were all in the same place, enjoying the same
view, regardless of how much money we paid for our boat.
Of course, you can read about our adventure on our blog.
There are ways to make and save money while boating. Of
course, if you feel confident as a captain you can:
• Provide sailing and/or fishing charters
• Teach others how to care for and maintain their boat
• If you are creative, you can stage and photograph
boats that are on the market. Connecting with
brokers is a great way to start.
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There is additional information later on, in this eBook.
CRUISE LINES ($)

There are many ways to book your cruise. I would suggest AAA
or Costco if you are a beginner. Both of these companies do
mass volume and usually get a discounted price.
You can search the internet or ask for the aid of a travel agent
who specializes in cruises. There are a vast array of cruises to
choose from as well (mass market, premium, luxury, specialty,
etc.)
CruiseCritic
CruiseDirect
The cruise may state that once you’re aboard, it’s all-inclusive.
However, many cruise lines may charge an a-la-cart fee
including:
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•

Alcohol – Bring your own, if you can.
Bottled Water
Airport Transfers
Internet Access: Look to see if they offer free Wi-Fi.
Laundry Service: You would have to pay for this
regardless.
Ship Photos: Staff photographer snap away photos of
you and everyone else, in the hopes that you will
want to purchase them while on your cruise.
Shore Activities: It is best to purchase your activities
yourself either via your mobile device or once you
arrive onshore. If you purchase activities by yourself,
you may not be covered by the cruise company if
they leave the destination without you.
Carbonated Drinks
Spa Services
Tipping: Huge expense – could be 10% or more of
the total cruise cost. All employees count on these tips
to make their living, so please budget it into your overall
costs.

BIKING ($) (!)

I wouldn’t be the person I am today if I didn’t ride my bike from
Oregon down through the Northern California coast when I was
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a teenager. It began my entire traveling passion. I experienced
hardships, but that only made me stronger and smarter.
It is perhaps one of the least expensive modes of travel, with
the exception of walking or running.
A TEACHING MOMENT: Biking long distances
distances. If you’ve read the
introduction, you know a was an avid long-distance bicyclist.
Now my knees are not as good as they used to be, so I can’t do
this any longer. We have seen many bikers riding up in Alaska
and it looks exhilarating and miserable at the same time. You
are definitely closer to nature but that also means nature is
closer to you. Rain, headwinds, bears, and all sorts of other
things create some hardships, but in the end, if this is your path,
it will be worth it.
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10

Make Money if You
Have the Time at the
Airport
Make it Fun!

GIVE UP YOUR SEAT AND GET A FREE FLIGHT ($) (!)

Melissa uses her time on the airplane to make jewelry for the flight
crew.
Although her tools have been confiscated by the TSA several times!
She just buys a new set because they are cheap!
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If you have the time, you can make or save some serious
travel money by giving up your seats at the airport. As you may
know, the airlines overbook to ensure they fill up every plane.
If a flight is overbooked, the gate agent may ask for volunteers
to give up their seats in exchange for vouchers, meals, and/or
hotel rooms. Often times, the airlines are so appreciative that
you have given up your seat on a totally booked flight, that they
may upgrade you to First Class on the next flight. Not too bad
for just chilling at the airport for a few extra hours.
Ensure you know what you are going to get BEFORE
accepting to give up your seat. Some airlines offer some
really good deals, and others may not be so good. This is a great
time to brush up on your negotiating skills.

The Ticket Agent and Flight Attendants
A FEW TEACHING MOMENTS: Treat all with respect
respect. Don’t ever
expect an upgrade, but go out of your way to show compassion
to ticket agents and flight attendants. Just do it out of the
kindness of your heart and you may be rewarded.
Talk to the agents by name and/or compliment them on
something you truly like about them or explain how helpful they
have been to you. Immediately hand over your passport or ID
without being asked. If you give the impression that you know
what you are doing, it can make quite a difference in the attitude
of the agent.
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You may be able to get an upgrade by giving up your seat.
Negotiate.

We always treat our flight attendants with respect and it sets
the tone for your entire trip. We believe that thanking people
and treating them with kindness leads to good karma. It doesn’t
hurt to let them know that it’s your birthday, anniversary, or
special celebration because you just may get an upgrade or a
little extra special treatment. Sometimes they are looking for
fun too!
On our trip to Costa Rica, Melissa thought ahead and brought
a few materials to make earrings while on the plane. Once we
got situated, Melissa took note of each of the flight attendant’s
personal styles and created a unique pair of earrings for each
one. As each flight attendant walked by, we gave them their gift
which they immediately tried on with genuine smiles. Within
10 minutes, we were engaged in fun conversations with all the
flight attendants. We expected nothing in return and that is
what karma is all about.
Since flight attendants usually stay over in the same
destination, ask them for some real “inside” information, like
where to go, what to eat, etc. They may be able to give you
some great money-saving tips if you ask the right questions.
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These rules, of course, apply to planes, trains, boats, ferries,
and other modes of transportation.
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11

International Money
Exchange and
Electronic Banking
Currency
ATM’S ($) (!)

ATM’s are probably the best way to get local currency at
the best exchange rate. You may have to pay a small fee, so
check before leaving your home. You should also tell your bank
that you plan to travel abroad, so they don’t freeze your bank
account for overseas transactions. Keep a list of contacts at
your bank in case you may need them while traveling. Be wary
of using “off market” ATM’s. Almost anyone can purchase an
ATM machine and dispense cash, try using a bank or reputable
source when you withdraw money.
Be sure all your ATM cards are up to date! We were
traveling for an extended time in Mexico when Melissa realized
her ATM card was going to expire. Luckily, we had a short trip
planned back to the USA, so she was able to fix the situation.
Imagine being on a small island with no other way to get cash
except an expired ATM card!!
Global ATM Alliance
Exchange Rate App (Check to see if you’re getting a good deal.)
Visa ATM Locator
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8 TIPS TO HELP YOU PROTECT YOURSELF FROM ATM THEFT: ($) (!) (X)

1. Get in the habit of using the same ATM machine for
your transactions, if you can. Become familiar with it
and be able to recognize changes to the machine.
2. Use ATM machines inside banks rather than on the
street (where they’re easier for thieves to access).
3. If you’re visiting an unfamiliar ATM machine that is
not inside a bank, examine it carefully for devices.
Card or cash trapping devices need to be glued or
taped to the card reader or cash dispenser. Look for
‘extra’ cameras beyond the basic and generally
obvious ATM security camera.
4. Never rely on the help of strangers to retrieve a
confiscated card.
5. Never use an ATM machine when other people are
lingering. Check your surroundings, even across the
street.
6. Report confiscated cards immediately. If you can,
don’t leave the machine. Instead, call the bank from
the ATM where your card was taken using a cell
phone.
7. Don’t use ATM machines with extra signage or
warnings posted on the machine.
8. Never follow a link in a supposed bank or credit/debit
card email notice. If you are wondering if your bank
has really contacted you via email, then close the
email and directly type your bank’s website address
into your browser. Visit your account and look for
update notices directly on your account or bank’s
website. The email is almost always a phishing
scam. Use the 800 number on the back of your card
and call the bank directly.
CREDIT CARDS ($) (!)

Credit cards usually have really good exchange rates as well,
since they get bulk exchange rates. You should check the
following sites (or your own credit card site) for the most up to
date exchange rates.
Capital One Card
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Visa
Master Card
TRAVELERS CHECKS (!)

You can always opt for traveler’s checks, however, these are not
as popular as they used to be, so some places may not even
accept them anymore. The good news is, they can be replaced if
they are lost or stolen, unlike cash. Check with your bank about
the different options.
LOCAL BANKS (!)

Local banks usually offer a pretty good exchange rate, although
you need to ensure that your home countries currency is doing
well (strong) for a decent exchange. Banks are convenient and
usually a low-cost option, however, we have had to wait in long
lines with locals. Sometimes, in smaller locations, the language
barrier can be difficult. Be prepared to have your passport and
other documentation with you at a bank. Banks sometimes
operate at fluctuating hours or days. Ensure you know the
local holidays because they may be closed. In addition, ALWAYS
count and secure your money before you leave the teller’s
desk!
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Airport Currency Exchange typically charges the most for a
transaction.

Criminals can be waiting outside for unsuspecting tourists.
HOTELS AND AIRPORTS (!)

Convenience comes at a price. Hotels and airports are
typically where you will find the highest transaction
charges. We recommend you use all the other options above
before exchanging money at your hotel or airport.
SECURITY (!)

A TEACHING MOMENT: Beware of electronic skimmers:
Sophisticated thieves place “skimmers” on ATM’s and other
credit/debit devices that can read your card number. Some
skimmers have small cameras to watch you input your PIN.
Always, gently pull on the card swipe device to see if it is firmly
placed on. You will NOT be able to pull off a real device. A
lot of these skimming devices are in hugely popular tourist
places.
Melissa actually experienced a skimmer that was attached to
our local bank ATM. The thief made a cash transaction directly
after she left the ATM. She was not responsible for the cash, but
it may not be so easy when you are not at your own bank or out
of the country.
As simple as this sounds, ALWAYS cover your PIN number
because the camera devices are good at capturing your PIN
code if you get sloppy.
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Travel Warnings,
Safety and Security
A Knowledgeable Traveler is an Alert Traveler
Don’t let all your hard work and savings go away in a few
minutes. Always be vigilant and know your surroundings.
THIEVES (!)

Sorry to say, but thieves and criminals are everywhere. When
we say everywhere, we mean everywhere. You can be in a
five star hotel or in the outback, where you think you’re alone.
Those statements aren’t meant to scare you, but only
mentioned to keep you aware.
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The world is mostly safe to travel in, but there is always that, “bad
apple”.

A TEACHING MOMENT: Thieves! Melissa and I were enjoying
a beautiful afternoon on the beach in Tahiti, letting the hours
slip by as we awaited our evening flight back home. Earlier
in the day, we passed by two young men, who looked a little
suspicious, since they were exchanging multiple wallets. Later,
we saw one of them on the beach walking slowly by, eyeing the
people who were sunbathing asleep on the beach. He slowed
and knelt down about 20 feet from a young woman lying on
her towel with her eyes closed. The thief looked directly at us
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and brazenly crept over to the woman’s purse and grabbed it
and walked off. I took off to get security as Melissa watched the
woman awake to find her purse missing. I returned with the
security officer and we had to tell the woman what happened.
Being a victim can happen anywhere. Be safe and be
aware. NEVER FALL ASLEEP IN A PUBLIC PLACE.
BANDITOS (!)

While Melissa and I were on our sailing cruising trip through
Mexico, we thought it would be great to drive a thousand miles
from Puerto Vallarta, through Mexico City to Acapulco, and then
up the coast. We knew the risks of banditos, murderers, and
kidnappers (a very high chance in Mexico City) while driving
through Mexico. We also knew that Mexico has an amazing
toll roadway system that is patrolled and fairly secure to drive
on. We ensured that we only drove during the day and we
had our Garmin GPS (with SOS button) on us, in case anything
happened. It was an amazing trip and we loved every minute of
it. Always drive during the day in unsure areas and let someone
know your route and when you will be back.
You can purchase a GPS device for a few hundred dollars.
You can also enjoy unlimited texting in any spot on the globe
(except caves). We take our GPS when we go hiking, driving, or
even camping. With a single press of a button, it activates an
SOS signal and identifies your location. Depending on where
you are, a series of events begin to happen in order to find your
location and get you to a safe place. However, solid judgment
can protect you in most situations!
DON’T SHOW OFF YOUR JEWELRY (!)

When we travel out of the country, Melissa leaves her wedding
rings at home and wears a sterling silver wedding band. I do
not bring a watch. You are taking chances if you wear your
expensive jewelry, watches, and even carry designer purses and
luggage. Thieves are smart and can detect someone with
money if you flaunt it. Travel should be about great
experiences… and not the unfortunate ones.
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CONTACT THE US DEPARTMENT OF STATE (X)

As mentioned previously, contact the US Department of State
and research the travel warnings in the area you wish to travel.
It will go a long way to help your awareness.
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Accommodations
Places to Stay
We all know that Photoshop makes pictures look better or
enhanced from what the original photo looks like. Melissa and
I actually joke about getting the “garden view,” because, in our
experience, it’s always the lower quality view but somehow
saying “garden view” makes it more appealing. That holds true
with pictures of hotels, rooms, and other accommodations.
Places pay big money to lure you in with photos that may or
may not be, what you will actually get. Always double-check,
research, and even Google Map the location from the satellite
view and the street view.
We always ask the front desk attendant where
they,“would
“would put their own family?” You would be surprised at
the upgrades you can get by asking that question. They also
love couples who are celebrating an anniversary or birthday.
We received a bottle of champagne and chocolate strawberries
from a resort by mentioning it was our anniversary.
We enjoy checking out apps like Instagram and Pinterest to
see photos of other traveler’s experiences. When we were in
Banff, Canada, we looked up travelers who had pictures in Banff
and actually started chatting with a traveler who had just been
there a few weeks before. She suggested a few hikes that were
incredible.
Of course, we love TripAdvisor and we research all of our
destinations before we go.
HOTELS ($)

We had a late departure out of Maui, so we talked with the front
desk attendant, who had the bellman store our bags until we
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departed. We enjoyed the entire day at the beach and came
back to the hotel salty and sandy. The front desk attendant
set us up with Day Passes to the Hyatt Regency Kaanapali Spa,
where we showered, refreshed ourselves, and changed into
clean clothes for our trip home. These services are available to
everyone, however, they were free to us, since I established a
great rapport with the front desk attendant from the time we
checked in.
Almost all hotels allow you to store your bags for early check
in’s or late departures.

Always be genuine and talk to the front desk with respect.
Upgrades are easy for them if they like you.
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When staying at a hotel that caters to their guests, you can
always ask for the following, which are usually free: plastic
comb, toothpaste, toothbrush and mouthwash, sewing kit,
bathroom tissue, stationary, pens, etc. Other things you may
be able to borrow include curling iron, phone charger, power
adapter and converter, beach towels, snorkel gear, fans, bikes,
or anything else. You are paying for the services, so you may as
well get all you can.
Our favorite hotels are Marriott, Choice Hotels, Best Western,
and Hyatt Regency when splurging.
Priceline and SkyAuction are our favorite websites to get
lower priced and unbelievable rooms at the last minute. We
stayed at a five-star resort in Costa Rica by using SkyAuction.
The rooms were about $600 a night and we paid about $100 per
night! Always read the rules when using these services. Some
have restrictions about using the service within a few days of
your booking.
HOSTELS/ COUCH SURFING ($)

I used hostels all over Australia and in Europe. They are very
economical and provide a great way to meet other travelers and
learn in-depth knowledge of the location you are visiting. The
only downside to hostels is the lack of privacy in some locations
and theft may be a problem since you are sharing common
space with others. Don’t let these dissuade you though, I have
some amazing memories and have met some of the most
genuine people while staying at hostels.
Use these resources to get started:
CouchSurfing.com
www.hostelworld.com
www.Hihostels.com
APARTMENTS, HOMES, AND CONDOS ($)

The world has changed and peer sharing is an important part of
our culture. With the advent of Airbnb, there are a lot of options
out there. Be sure to read reviews by the travelers who have
stayed in the location you want to visit.
Go to the sites below to see amazing places where you can
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stay, for a fraction of the price of a hotel. Some sites below may
look like hotel search sites, however, some of them have up to
30% inventory as apartments or apartment hotels.
Airbnb Rent a Home/ Condo
Homeaway
VBRO
Trivago
Homestay
Hotels.com
Expedia
Flipkey
RentalsCombined.net
Priceline
HOME SWAP ($)

You may even think about swapping your home, for someone
else’s home, at your destination.
www.HomeExchange.com
http://homelink.org/
www.Intervac.com
BED AND BREAKFAST OR PRIVATE HOUSES

Although these are not typical money-savers, they do add to
your journey by connecting with the locals and living the way
they do.
BedandBreakfast.com
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Networking with
Locals
It’s All Who You Know
NETWORKING WITH THE LOCALS ($) (!)

Always, always, always try to connect with some locals before
you go to your destination.
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Rented a brand new surfboard for only $10 a day in Costa Rica.

There are so many websites out there to find like-minded
locals who want to meet you too. Remember my mantra, “It’s all
who you know!”
When going on an extended surf trip abroad, I always use
Wannasurf.com to research the spots I’m going to.
On one of my trips to Tahiti, I communicated with a fellow
surfer online and asked if I could bring him anything from the
USA. All he wanted was some tortillas and some Ibuprofen
because they are hard to buy and very expensive in Tahiti. I
got these supplies for him with no expectations, and once we
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arrived, he styled us out with a kayak, surfboards, and access
to an amazing reef. The local surf spot had a perfect left wave
that rivaled a small Pipeline and there were only a few people in
the water. A great way to meet the locals and meet an instant
friend.
SEE WHAT COUPONS THE LOCALS USE

When I lived in Maui, I learned fast what coupons worked for
me as a local. Parking spots were really hard to find and the
prices for parking at the beach were high, due to the popularity
of tourists. In the local This Week Maui magazine, there were
coupons for free parking which saved me tons of cash.
Always check with the local Chamber of Commerce or Visitor
Center and ask for coupons! They are eager to help the local
economy and share freely. Try these electronic sites:
Entertainment Book
Groupon
LivingSocial
Swagbucks
HAVING FRIENDS IN ALL THE RIGHT PLACES

I was able to go white water rafting in Stanley, Idaho for a week
and I didn’t pay a penny to do it. My friend, Mike is a river guide
and his boss was more than happy to help out since Mike is a
great employee and person.
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Helping the river guides, actually tipped me in cash!

Well, I hate to just take and not give back, so I helped each
day, by pumping up and loading/offloading rafts, making lunch,
and anything else I could do to help out. I really enjoyed this
because I felt like a member of the team and it kept me
occupied.
Being the adventurous person I am, I went solo on the “rubber
ducky” single person inflatable kayak on most trips. This worked
out for the river guides because if anyone fell out of their rafts,
I could immediately paddle over to them and act as a lifeguard
and pull them to safety. I even received tips from the other river
guides because I was a valuable team member to their guests.
FACEBOOK FRIENDS

While visiting Alaska and driving down the coast of Oregon, I
reached out to Facebook friends and asked if there were any
hosts out there who would want a visit from a few vagabonds
(us). The outpouring was tremendous. We had free places to
stay all the way down the coast and were able to connect with
friends and family from the past.
FRIENDS OF FRIENDS

About a month before I went to Australia, I was at a party and
ended up talking to a friend and told her of my upcoming trip.
She mentioned she had a good friend that moved to Cairns,
Australia about a year earlier and that I should look her up. She
gave me her contact info and, of course, I contacted her the day
after I arrived.
I met up with Alecia and her husband Keith and we became
fast friends. Since Keith is originally from North Queensland,
he knew everywhere and everything to do. We ended up going
into the mangroves and collecting our own “tucka” (dinner) of
mangrove snails, which we cooked and ate with his marinated
crocodile. Without meeting them, I would have never had that
type of local experience. They also were my tour guides on
other excursions which were all amazing. To thank them at the
end of my trip, I offered Alecia my plane ticket to Sydney, since
I was backpacking down the East Coast and she even offered to
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bring my scuba gear with her and meet me in Sydney, so I didn’t
have to lug it all over. What a perfect deal.
Now, whenever we plan a trip, we always tell everyone where
we are going, to see if we can meet up with joint friends.
AMAZING HIKES WITH A PARK RANGER

Park Rangers are an amazing resource! Go to any State or
National Park Visitor Center and ask about hikes with a ranger!
In Denali National Park, we were so lucky to go on a Discovery
Hike with a Ranger. The hike was all day and we hiked with
about 10 other people. It was a great way to make friends and
enjoy the natural beauty as a group.
Also, look for local Free City Greeter Programs for the city you
are visiting, such as BigAppleGreeter.
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Should You Hire a
Driver?
Foreign Driving Can be a Challenge

HIRING A DRIVER ($)

Hiring a weekly driver is a great way to save money and see all
the local sites! We hired drivers in Bali and Mexico and we had
some exciting and off the beaten path experiences. Our driver
in Bali (Nyomin) planned our days and drove us everywhere for
over nine days. He paid off bribes to the police, paid for all the
gas and it was cheaper and safer than renting a car and driving
in a foreign country.
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This is our wonderful driver and now friend Nyomin.
He took us everywhere in Bali during our honeymoon week.

Our drivers picked us up at the airport and took us to our
hotel. Every day we were picked up at whatever time was better
for us. In addition to a personal tour guide, they waited while
we ate, played, and took pictures. They also provide security to
your valuables in the car, while you adventure.
We loved our driver Nyomin so much, that we paid for him
to take a white water rafting tour with us, which was his first
time being treated by a client. He later invited us to his home
and family temple. We were so honored to meet his family
and see his amazing property. We appreciated his kindness so
much, that when we returned home, we sent him all the printed
pictures of him and his family. I’m sure that if we return to Bali
and go visit Nyomin, all the pictures we sent, will be proudly
hung around his home.
HOW WE FOUND OUR DRIVER

Before we left, we met a local Indonesian importer/exporter in
our town. We mentioned that we were going to Bali soon, so
she suggested we use her personal driver. We are so glad we
did. Ensure you do a little research before you leave on your
trip. We suggest searching for friends who may know or have
family in the areas you wish to travel to. If you can’t plan ahead,
you can check with your hotel and ask for a taxi. If you like the
taxi driver, ask if he/she would like to help drive you all week.
You will be surprised at what a fantastic journey he/she will set
up for you.
We strongly encourage any traveler to find a local weekly
driver, negotiate a fair price upfront, and discover more
than just the tourist traps. Meeting a family and creating
bonds were the highlights of our Bali trip.
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Having a blast riding our rented scooter in Raiatea, French
Polynesia.

RENTING A SCOOTER

We rented a scooter in several places (French Polynesia, Mexico,
etc.) and it was a blast. You need to know the local rules of the
road, but other than that, you’re free to ride. Ensure you take
the weather into account because sometimes the roads get very
slippery. It’s usually a pretty safe mode of transportation and
we have seen entire families (husband, wife, child, and baby) all
riding on one scooter in Bali.
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RENTING A BIKE OR ELECTRIC BIKE

See an entire city in one day on an Electric Bike.

I rented an electric bike in Barcelona, Spain after I had been
there for about a week. Within one day on the electric bike, I
saw more of Barcelona than I could have in a month of walking.
I saw all the major sites, rode up mountainous hills, rode
through the marinas and so much more. I highly recommend
renting an electric bike if the city is bike-friendly like Barcelona
is.
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Become a Local
Try Something New

IMMERSE YOURSELF ($) (!)

Buying local not only helps the local economy, but it also helps
you immerse yourself in the local culture. Seeing someone fly
all the way to Japan, only to eat at McDonald’s really trips me
out. You’re traveling not only to see the sites and sounds but
also to taste, feel, and really experience your destination.
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Try the local dishes. You may fall in love with the flavors.

Go to the local farmer’s markets, fish docks, stores, and
eat what the locals eat. You don’t have to be so daring as
to eat balut, but challenge yourself to step out of your comfort
zone and try something new. Not only will you be happy you
did, but you will save a lot of money, by buying local. Be sure to
always travel with Imodium or Pepto Bismol because these
types of over-the-counter medication can be very expensive
and hard to find, especially when you need it the most!
Ask to meet the chef of a great restaurant or eatery to
show you how they prepared the food! Melissa was invited
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into a kitchen to cook with the chefs at an exclusive hotel
restaurant because she wanted to meet the chef and thank him
for such an amazing meal.
TRY TO SPEAK A FEW PHRASES OF THE LOCAL LANGUAGE (X)

It helps to learn a few phrases of the native language. Even if
you just know the key phases, like: thank you, you’re welcome,
hello, goodbye, good morning, good night, etc. We recommend
Lonely Planet books for fast phrases and Rosetta Stone for
learning the language more in-depth. There are also great
translation apps, but be sure you are able to connect online!
Write your hotel hosts a handwritten thank you note in their
language. Your note may not be perfect, and the translation
may make them laugh, but it will go a long way.
DIET AND WELL BEING (!)

Always ask the locals about food and eating conditions if you are
allergic or have a medical issue.
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These were some amazing local dishes just outside of Mexico City.

The Adventure Traveler’s parents are amazing world travelers
and we have learned from a few of their unfortunate
experiences.
When traveling with a medical condition such as diabetes or
other illnesses, ensure you pack enough snacks and food for
unforeseen events. Melissa’s parents were in Peru and were not
aware of a law that prohibits bringing food into the country. My
father-in-law is diabetic and his glycemic level dropped, which
made for a miserable trip and could have turned serious.
On another trip to India, my father-in-law got severely
dehydrated and when he got back to the United States, he
was hospitalized for almost a week. Be daring, but know your
limits.
WORK IN A LOCAL RESTAURANT FOR A FEW SHIFTS ($)

If you’re staying in a location for a while, you may try to work
a few hours at a local restaurant. You can barter your native
language skills as a trade for them to allow you to work there.
Usually, restaurants give their employees one meal during each
shift they work. It’s worth a try. Plus, you may gain new culinary
skills and the pictures alone would be worth it!
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Careers in Travel
Travel for a Living
If you want to travel for a living and get paid, you will need
to invest in yourself. I recommend doing this early on in life,
so other responsibilities don’t get in your way. Although many
young families commit to traveling together, it requires an
investment in time and research.
Although earning a living while traveling is not easy, many
people have successfully transitioned into the lifestyle.
Know what you want. Create a plan. Don’t let anyone get
in your way.
Here are a few travel career ideas that we have either
experienced or have a good family member or friend who has
taken advantage of the calling.
AIRLINE PILOT

Our friend worked a few odd jobs as a bartender since moving
to the USA from South Africa. One night he told us he
formulated a plan to become an airline pilot, after borrowing
the education money from a family member. Within a year
of flight school training, he became a pilot for United Airlines
flying commuter planes. Within three years, he was flying
internationally, based out of Hawaii. Now he is flying an
incredible Lear Jet for a private employer and traveling the world
and getting paid really well. He knew what he wanted, he made
a plan and he went for it (and he repaid his brother back in full.)
FOOD AND BEVERAGE MANAGER

While living in Maui the first time, I worked in the restaurants
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down in Lahaina. My friend Alan worked with me as a waiter
and he eventually moved up to the food and beverage manager
at the Hyatt Regency Maui while using his skills and contacts.
A few years later, I saw Alan in Saipan, Micronesia and he
explained that he was working and traveling all over the world
as a food and beverage manager.
TOURIST RESORT

When I was in college, I attended a career fair and found one
of my favorite jobs. It was working at Pacific Islands Club in
Micronesia. I was hired within a week because I had the skills
they were looking for as a PADI Scuba Divemaster. I was also
learning Japanese in college and the resort was located in
Saipan, Micronesia where a lot of tourists were Japanese and
Australian. I got paid to sail, scuba dive, teach archery, snorkel,
and basically play with guests all day long. The company paid
for my flight there and back, provided three amazing meals a
day, room and board and if I wanted to drink cocktails with the
guests, the company paid for that too.
We really believe, “It’s all who you know”. Make contacts
through social media in the career field you seek and see if
someone you know can refer you to one of these amazing jobs.
Try to find employment at ClubMed, G Adventures, Contiki,
Intrepid Travel, or other tour organizations or resorts.
CERTIFIED LIFEGUARD

While surfing in Fiji, I stayed at Lalati Resort and befriended
the seasonal surfing lifeguard. I never really thought about it
before, but surf camps and resorts around the world need
lifeguards to keep their guests safe. The only requirements he
had, was a CPR card, a Lifeguard Certificate and he was one hell
of a surfer. It seemed like a dream job. He got a bure (house) all
to himself, three meals a day, and got paid to surf a world-class
wave.
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SHIP CAPTAIN

One of Michael’s friends from high school became a ship captain
and sails in the Caribbean and other exotic locations.

One of my friends from high school had been sailing since
he was in his early teens. He worked several jobs in the sailing
community and as he gained more experience, he obtained
bigger and better maritime licenses and eventually became a
captain of magnificent mega yachts and he gets paid great
money to live, sail and enjoy the Caribbean and other exotic
locations all year.
MILITARY
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The United States Coast Guard Cutter. Michael served his country
and traveled extensively and got paid.

When I was 19, I joined the U.S. Coast Guard so I could travel
the world and save lives. My dream was to be a rescue swimmer
and literally swim people to safety. Although my path took me
another route, I still ended up saving many people’s lives via the
radio network. I am a big proponent of life-saving rather than
the other military factions, however, this may be a good choice
if you want to better yourself and see the world. I traveled all
around the coasts of Hawaii, Canada, Alaska, California, Mexico,
and the South Pacific. I also was stationed in Petaluma,
California, and Miami, Florida and I have VA benefits for life.
MUSIC INDUSTRY
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These are our dear friends Pat and Alaina from the band Tennis
Tennis.
Photo in Bahia Tortugas, Mexico.

Take your music band to the next level. While some people
are happy to play in local venues and live happily, others reach
for the stars. We met Pat & Alaina of Tennis while sailing down
the coast of Mexico. We sailed with them and became the best
of friends. They are married and traveling as they write and
perform music all over the world.
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Jim, lead singer of Pennywise and Kerley (Michael’s brother.)

I grew up with Jim in Hermosa Beach. He and a few friends
started the punk rock band Pennywise at the perfect time in the
’80s. They excelled in their lyrics, musical style, and core fans.
Now Pennywise is one of the biggest names in punk and they
travel all over the world too.

Travis is Melissa’s brother. If you’ve ever heard of the
band Cattle Decapitation, you will know who Travis is. He’s the
lead singer and has a complete vocal quality that is all his own.
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Melissa’s brother Travis Ryan

Cattle Decapitation is the number one band in their genre
and I’m proud to call him my brother-in-law. Travis started very
young by playing the drums at age 10 and never gave up on his
dream. Now in his 40’s, he travels all over the world and gets
paid to do it.

NATIONAL OR STATE PARK RANGER

Our good friend Mike, is a National Park Interpretive Ranger
and has been stationed at some amazing places like; Haleakala,
Washington DC National Mall, Canyonlands, Wrangell – St. Elias,
and others. Amazing job with great benefits. He also gave us
some “insider” tours around Alaska when we visited him.
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Mike (far right) hosted us at his beautiful home in Alaska!

MORE IDEAS FOR CAREERS IN TRAVEL

Flight Attendant
Air Courier
Cruise Ship (variety)
Hotel /Hospitality (variety)
Sailing Instructor or Delivery Captain (Michael is now a
Sailboat Delivery Captain)
Chef
Tour Guide
Voice Artist
Travel Agent
Traveling Nurse
Travel Photographer
Travel Writer
Entertainer
Personal Assistant
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Our sailing instructor lives in Mexico and instructs in San Diego.

If you have a great travel career idea, please submit it to us at
TheAdventureTravelers@gmail.com
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Earn a Living While
You Travel
A Few Ideas to Earn a Living While Traveling
Where you are in the world will directly affect how much money
you can make. If you are in a country that is very inexpensive to
live, such as Indonesia, it’s probably best to sell to tourists.
Making jewelry and trying to sell it in China for a profit is like
selling ice to Eskimos. It’s a hard sell. You really need to know
your location, what sells, and what kind of skills you may have,
that others in the region either don’t have or are in demand.
Below are some ideas that may help you work before, during,
or after your travels. Since everyone has different desires, skills,
and ambitions, these are just a few ideas you may be able to
use, so you can earn money while traveling.
IF YOU MAKE MONEY ON THE ROAD, YOU MAY STILL BE RESPONSIBLE FOR
INCOME TAXES
TAXESIN
IN THE STATE WHERE YOU RESIDE OR ELSEWHERE
ELSEWHERE.. ALWAYS CHECK
THE STATE INCOME TAX LAWS REGARDING YOUR RESPONSIBILITIES.
CAMPING TO SAVE MONEY

You may not make the big bucks here, but you will definitely
save some money and live in some amazing locations. Try sites
like SnagAJob, Workamper News, NPS Volunteers in Parks, KOA
Campgrounds
Work
Kamper
Program, Workers
On
Wheels, CoolWorks
Seasonal
Jobs, Camp
Host
Jobs,
and National Forests Job Opportunities
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PHOTOGRAPHER

Photographer Brent Broza travels the world.

A good friend of mine, Brent Broza started taking surf photos
and is now traveling the world taking photos and earning a
living. Brent is very successful because he uses social media to
network with his fans and he actually has giveaways whenever
he can. He shows one of his pictures in a local area and the
first person that gets to that location, gets the photo. He also
takes photographs for bands like Jack Johnson, Blink182,
Pennywise, and many more.
TRAVEL WRITER

Do you have a flair to capture the moment with words? If you
haven’t published anything yet, start writing articles on subjects
you feel passionate about. Find your niche. As you progress,
you can submit your articles to a variety of sources and you may
get published. If you’re an ex-pat, write expatriate-type articles
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for EscapeArtist.com or search the internet for other types of
online magazines that publish similar material. Typically, this
isn’t a big moneymaker, until you have a following, but you gotta
start somewhere.
ASTRONOMER FOR THE TOURISTS

Tell people about the night sky – charge a small fee. It is
relatively easy to learn the local night sky with apps. Tourists
love to engage in educational fun and will tip well if you have
provided an enjoyable evening.
WOOD CARVER

Local woodcarver in Maui, Hawaii.

If you have a talent and can carve, this may be something you
can do worldwide. All you need are a few tools. Network with
local farmers or find somewhere where you can get your wood
for free and your skill can lead to some good profits since your
overhead will be so low.

FREELANCER

If you have a laptop and can find a skill that will allow you
to freelance, you can travel anywhere in the world as long as
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you have internet. You really need to check into the local
WiFi market to ensure it is cost beneficial, as some countries
gouge you on internet connection. Some of the best freelance
companies are Upwork, Fiverr, Crowdsite, Freelancer,
DesignCrowd, Flexjobs, and more.
CONSTRUCTION

My brother went to construction school when he was in his early
20’s and that has served him well over his entire career. He is an
amazing craftsman and he can travel anywhere and create killer
tile art and build homes. He now works building Hollywood
movie sets.
MARINE SURVEYOR

Marine surveyors are skilled at looking at and identifying boat
problems.

This is the marine survey on our boat, Harlow Hut, an Island Packet
37.

A Marine Surveyor can travel with an unusual skill that is
in
high
demand.
Visit
this
website
to
learn
more. www.marinesurvey.org
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SOLO OR BAND MUSICIAN WITH A WORK VISA

One of my good friends lives in La Paz, Mexico (on a boat), and
uses his amazing talent as a guitarist to provide for his lifestyle.
He has obtained a work visa and books gigs as a solo guitarist
or working with bands. This is also a great way to integrate into
the local community since most people love music in one form
or another.
VOICE ACTOR

This is a great option for anyone who wants to get paid while on
the road. You can literally start with a good iPhone and a quiet
place, like a closet. During our travels, Melissa created all her
voice-overs for our videos in a small closet. You can also convert
a small space in an RV or boat. Here is a link to a great voice
acting coach who got started while traveling in her RV. She knew
nothing about this field but is now making over $10,000 a month
as a very successful voice actor, after only a few years. Voice
Acting Coach. Melissa now has her own location independent
voice-over company, where she can work on the road from any
location.
TEACH ENGLISH

If you can speak English well enough, you can teach English.
There are many job opportunities around the world. Some
require you to be certified, while others don’t. It really helps
if you can pick up the local language easily too. You can
sometimes get a special work visa if you have a skill in teaching
English or as a nurse. Get the Book and try eslcafe.com
SELL TIMESHARES

I’ve owned a timeshare for over 18 years now and guess what?
Someone sold it to me. I’m sure they had some sales savvy
and new all the great statistics behind owning a timeshare
(something you can learn on the job) but all the salesperson
needed to know, was how to speak English, have some sales
background, and the ability to walk around the grounds and
show me the awesome amenities and rooms. Most timeshares
will be in the hot spots of Mexico, Thailand, Europe, and all
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across the United States. Try Marriott Vacation Club to see if
you can land a job.
WORK AT A RESORT

If you speak the native language and your own language or
more, you may land a job as a front desk attendant or work in
the beach shack or somewhere else that can earn your tips.
Each time I’ve lived in Hawaii, I could land a job in a day or two,
easily. Research the location where you want to work and start
networking before you depart.
WORK IN A HOSTEL

Live and work at the same place. Hostels are usually looking
for someone to clean, work the front desk, or just assist the
management in doing some of the easier tasks around the
hostel. Sometimes you get paid and most often you get a free
place to stay as well. Another plus, is you get to meet a lot of
great people who are traveling, just like you.
BECOME AN ACTOR OVERSEAS

While I personally haven’t done this, I hear it is pretty easy to get
a gig in acting while in a foreign area like India or even the USA.
Background actors (extras) can get up to $115 a day. There is a
lot of sitting around and waiting, but it may be worth it and you
can get on the big screen. Make a quick headshot and save it
online with all your stats, so you can download it from anywhere
in the world. You never know when a casting agent will come
calling. Beware of scams though, they are everywhere in this
industry. Try Backstage or Google “extra casting”. Our friend
Gary, hired on with Discovery Channel and traveled to Brazil and
Africa on Naked and Afraid to carry his message, “Consume as
Little as Possible”.
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Gary carries his message wherever he goes and we try to live by
his motto as well.
RANCH HAND

Working the ranch can be hard but rewarding. There are a
variety of things you can do, such as picking fruit, build fences,
load hay, and other tasks that the rancher may want you to do.
If you’re good, they may even have a place for you to sleep, so
they can keep you on for a while. Ranch Work is a great place to
start.
TRAVEL BLOGGER

There are a lot of ways to make money doing this, but you will
need to start a long time before you begin your travels and get a
great base of readers. It’s a simple Google Search to find out the
best ways to make money. You don’t have to blog about travel,
but definitely blog what you’re passionate about since you’ll
be writing quite often to keep things fresh and updated.
AFFILIATE MARKETING

I have a couple of websites that cost me a little bit of money up
front to begin, and over the years, they have made me a nice bit
of extra income. It may take a little bit of time to get the revenue
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stream going, but once it is, you sit back and cash the checks.
Two affiliate sites I use are: Rakuten Marketing and Commission
Junction
SELL ITEMS ONLINE

With so many sites out there like eBay, Craigslist Etsy, and
Amazon, you can pretty much sell anything you have or make.
Selling online was one of the things we did a lot of, in order to
fund many of our trips.
STOCK MARKET DAY TRADER

I’m going to caution you up front since this is an eBook on
making money, Day Trading may not be for everyone and you
actually risk losing more money than making. The benefit
though is, if you’re good at it, you can do it from anywhere on
the planet, or 35,000 feet up, thanks to Wi-Fi on the airlines.
Here’s an Introduction to Day Trading.
HOUSE SITTER AND/OR DOG SITTER

Imagine traveling the world and never having to pay rent or
a mortgage.
Now you can, with great sites like
trustedhousesitters, housecarers,
and
luxuryhousesitting
among others. You will have to register and it really helps to
have a few trusted references. If you want to volunteer in
exchange for a place to stay, try Help Exchange.
CUTTING HAIR/HAIRSTYLIST

Find a place where vagabonds or long term travelers hang out
and offer to cut their hair for a reasonable price.
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Melissa has been my hairstylist for years with only a $30
investment.

Of course, you need to have the skills and tools to do this and
pretty soon, you’ll have, “word of mouth” advertising bring tons
of customers. Melissa has been cutting my hair for over two
years now and we’ve saved hundreds of dollars. In the US, you
will need a license.

MASSAGE THERAPIST

Go to places where people are stressed, have been on a long
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tour, or have been on the road too long. Ensure you have all the
tools necessary like oil, towels, music, and a relaxing area to do
a massage. Be careful of laws and licenses, since in some areas
you need to have a license to massage.
BARTENDER

You can take skills with you to most places in the world. You
should really know how to make all the basic drinks and look
to learn some of the local drinks as well. Make great tips and
enjoy, since the majority of tips are in the form of cash. If you’re
not skilled but you are dynamic and outgoing, many bars will
hire you as a bar-back first, so you can learn the ropes and
eventually move up to a bartender, where you rake in the cash!
RESTAURANT SERVER, BUS STAFF OR HOST(ESS)

The best thing about working in restaurants is usually getting
one meal for every shift you work. I always knew I could count
on a good quality meal whenever I worked at a restaurant. If
you work hard, you will reap the rewards with good cash tips.
Working in restaurants for me was the best since I got to play
all day, work the night shift with people that became my friends,
and have a few drinks after work. Good times.
DESIGN WEBSITES

Think everyone already has a website? You’d be amazed that a
lot of small companies overseas still don’t have a website or if
they do, it’s so outdated or just plain bad. This is easily a job you
can do if you have a laptop or use their computer. Once you
have one or two happy customers, ask them for referrals and
you could be making some good quick money.
AU PAIR AND CAREGIVING

With this job you usually get room and board and a weekly
paycheck in exchange for watching your employer’s children.
There are great websites such as AuPairInt and Care.com. You
can also find traveling Au Pair jobs where the parents travel and
need someone to watch the kids while they do their business
meetings.
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SURFING INSTRUCTOR

Michael is a surfer and connects with the surfing community
wherever he goes.

I have been surfing for over 30 years, so I would feel confident
teaching others to surf and you could too. I recently met a
young woman in Alaska, who didn’t know how to surf, but
landed a surfing instructor job in Costa Rica, just because she,
herself, learned the basics and her outgoing attitude landed her
the job.
My friend Matthew encouraged me to become a Surf
Instructor volunteer for Urban Surf 4 Kids, and I love it.
SCUBA DIVING INSTRUCTOR/DIVEMASTER

You have to be certified and carry insurance to be either, but
the benefits are, that you can land a job in almost any dive
destination in the world. See the story in this book about how
being a PADI Divemaster allowed me to live in paradise, get
airfare there and back, and get paid to do it. Check out
PADI.com, SSI, or NAUI for more information. Other scuba
related jobs could be: freeing anchors, scrubbing boat bottoms,
retrieving lost valuables, etc.
TRANSLATE MENUS AND SIGNS INTO ENGLISH

You can easily translate these types of items by using such apps
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as Word Lens or other apps or websites like Google Translate or
BabelFish.

STREET PERFORMER

Don’t let all of those lessons playing guitar or drums go to
waste. People the world over are street performers. In the
United States, it’s most likely that you will need a local permit
from the government to do this without any hassle, so check
into what you may need to do overseas before you start your
performance. Your performance is only limited to your
imagination. I have seen a full-blown cat circus in Key West,
dressed up characters such as Batman in Hollywood, and even
a guy that hides behind a bush and scares people in San
Francisco. You can sing, do magic, tell jokes, take pictures with
tourists, dance, or anything else you think people may offer
money to see. Beware though, some other performers are
territorial and some authorities may not see your value.
VOLUNTEER WITH THE LOCALS

We volunteer wherever we go.
It’s called, “Paying it Forward.” This is Michael helping to catch fish
for the local Fijian village.
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I was walking down the beach with some friends in Fiji and
saw a group of Fijians making a long palm frond net. We didn’t
know what it was, so we went down and started talking with
them. They told us the whole village was coming down to the
beach to begin their annual fish harvest. We volunteered to
help and the village chief told us where to hold the net. I really
didn’t know what I was getting into, since it took over a few
hours in the direct sun to finish the job. As the tide dropped,
we slowly closed in the circle and pushed all the fish towards a
center point. When we all were within about thirty feet of each
other, the fish were in a tight ball. The elders dropped some
kava in the water to confuse and slow the fish. The villagers
simply started spearing the fish and throwing them into bags.
The elders said they could get up to a ton of fish in one day and
sell it at the market. The money they made, would go to the
village. The elders asked us to stay with them in the village and
eat heartily. We were just happy to help, but if we wanted, we
would have been set up.
MODELING

Modeling can take you around the world.
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When I was a kid, I had a few friends that were models. They
were average looking kids, but they got paid to fly all around
the world modeling clothes and much more. Beware of phony
modeling agencies, since they are a dime a dozen. However,
if you market yourself correctly, you can land a modeling job
or two. Of course, there are a variety of modeling jobs:
Promotional model, spokes-model, trade show model, and so
on. Start here to learn more – Backstage.
WORKING HOLIDAY VISAS

You can work in countries like Australia, New Zealand, Canada,
France, Ireland, and Singapore where they offer working holiday
visas to foreigners, mostly between the ages of 18 – 30. You
may be able to stay for up to a year.
PRESS

This is a live broadcast on KUSI Morning NEWS in San Diego.
Melissa is on the right talking about romantic engagement ideas.

If something you’re doing is newsworthy, send out a press
release or contact the local media. When doing press releases,
we usually use 24-7 PressRelease or eReleases. They have some
great options and it is really easy to submit. Ensure you tell a
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really good story and the story is something that people or the
press will get some value from. Use Grammarly to ensure you
are formatting your sentences correctly. Melissa is amazing at
networking with the local media and she has been on the news
numerous times. She uses her background as a news anchor
and reporter and knows what questions to ask and answer. This
is really when you have to market yourself and get your info out
to the masses!

DRIVE RV’S AND SEE AMERICA

Have you ever driven by an RV dealership and saw the ocean of
RV’s sitting in the lot? Did you ever think, how did they all get
there? Well, someone just like you drove them there. If they
could, so can you. Check out these sites to see how you can
see the country and possibly get paid good money to do so. RV
Transport and other sites can help you to get started. WikiHow
has a good overview too.

OTHER WORK IDEAS

Tattoo or Permanent Makeup Artist
Teach Yoga, Tai Chi, Martial Arts, or similar physical classes
Ski, Snowboard, Climbing Instructor
Handyman
Astrologer
Mechanic
Boat repair
Boat maintenance, detailing, cleaning, varnishing, waxing
Laundry services
Teaching Swimming
Teaching medical skills
Teaching yoga or karate
Computer setup, software or repair
Selling handmade fishing lures
Selling fresh baked goods
The list is endless. It is all based on your creativity and
drive.
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Teaching people how to swim is rewarding for them, as well as
yourself.
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Little or No Cost
Money Makers
Get Creative!
Here are quick and creative ways to make some extra cash while
you’re relaxing at the same time.
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BASKET WEAVING

Melissa making baskets in Moorea, Tahiti.

Using the natural resources that will otherwise go to waste
can actually make you money.
Melissa and I like to make palm frond baskets for other guests
and employees when we are in a tropical destination.
We even teach the locals!
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PAINTING CARDS

A hand-painted card we purchased in Moorea from an ex-pat who
was selling them for $5

We met a retired couple in Moorea, French Polynesia, that
made some extra income selling little cards that were handpainted with watercolors of the local scenery. It was a nice way
for him to relax, soak in the beauty of the location, and make a
little extra spending cash. I bought one of his cards for $5 USD
and keep it as a special token to remind me how beautiful Cooks
Bay was in Moorea.
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MAKING LEIS OR USING NATURAL RESOURCES

Melissa making lei’s in Fiji.

Melissa is such a creative person that she can make anything
that has natural beauty even more beautiful, by adding some
flair to it. With a simple lei needle (pack in your checked bags)
and some string, she can make a beautiful lei with the local
flowers. The best part is, it is fun and relaxing, rather than work.
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MAKE PHOTO CARDS

A computer printed card we purchased. A great idea to earn a few
extra bucks and make a tourist happy!

We met another guy in Tahiti that was printing his pictures
on some card stock and folding it over and selling the picture
as a greeting card. This was a promotion for his photography
business and he was making fast cash as well.
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Unusual Ways to Earn
Some Cash for Kids
Weird and Fun Ways for Kids to Make a Little Cash
You really just need to have a good imagination and it may work
to your advantage.
DIVE FOR SPARE CHANGE

When I was a kid, my friends and I used to go down to the
Redondo Beach Horseshoe Pier in the summer. We would put
on our masks, snorkels, and fins and swim out to the middle
of the pier area. All the tourists would stop and look down
at us. We would all yell up to them in unison, “Dive for your
spare change! Dive for spare change!” Tourists started pitching
quarters, dimes, and nickels into the water and would watch
us dive deep down to collect their change. Sometimes, there
was so much money sinking down to the sand below, that we
couldn’t collect it all. Within an hour of doing this, we made
some pretty good money and we were doing something we
loved.
DIVING TOURIST LOCATIONS

Our family was on a trip to Yosemite and we all hiked up to one
of the major waterfalls. As you may know, Yosemite is full of
people all summer long. Once at the falls, we looked around
and swam in the ponds that were just below the waterfalls,
along with hundreds of other people. The water was a little
deep and dark in some places, not to mention really cold. As
we were walking back down to the trail, we saw a young guy
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hiking up to the waterfall ponds with a full set of scuba gear
and wetsuit. Since I’m a scuba diver, I asked him what he was
doing and where he was diving. He smiled a huge grin and
said, “I come up here at the end of summer every year and
find treasures that people have lost in the deep dark water.
Sometimes it pays off really well.” I had to smile back.
THROW OUT AN OLD SHEET AND SEE WHAT HAPPENS

We stumbled upon this ingenious way to make some extra
money without hardly any effort. A sheet was simply lying on
the beach, just adjacent to a pier. The artists simply placed
some containers on the sheet and wrote some encouraging
words to get people on the pier to throw their spare change into
the buckets. No prizes. The people on the pier were trying to
challenge themselves to toss their money into the buckets and
the artists simply sat under the pier watching the money roll in.
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Get Free Stuff
Businesses are Looking for You
NETWORK TO GET SPONSORS

If your travel adventure is truly amazing, you may want to try
getting sponsorship’s. Sponsors come in all different varieties,
from your local surf shop to major corporations.

A set of knives from my sponsor, Spyderco Knives.

We have had the opportunity to get sponsored by several
companies in a variety of ways.
Spyderco Knives sent me five amazing knives (which I use
daily), Reef Safe Sunscreen sponsored us with sunscreens and
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wetsuit conditioner, NROCKS gave us a full day Via Ferrata
climbing tour, DoItYourselfLettering gave us free vehicle
lettering and the list goes on.
How did I get these sponsorships? I asked. That simple.
I simply formatted an email and told them what we were
doing and asked for their sponsorship. Since we have the
website TheAdventureTravelers.com and a social media
following, they saw the opportunity to connect with their core
audience. The sponsors knew that if we received services from
them, we would endorse them every chance we can.
RATE EQUIPMENT

Michael rating a full face scuba dive mask.

You can contact companies and ask them to rate their
equipment. Most companies send the equipment for you to
keep, however, some want the equipment back. It’s kind of like
the old days when you could “demo” equipment.
It may help to include your website or social media analytics
to help the companies make a decision.
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Going Home After
Travel
What a Long Strange Trip it’s Been

Back to Reality ($) (!)
What does coming back home have to do with saving or making
money on your adventures? Plenty.
When you travel, you find out that there is a wonderful world
out there and when you return, your mind can play tricks on you
and it affects different people in different ways.
I’ve had a few friends come back from extended adventures,
only to go into a temporary depression or transition anxiety.
Getting back into work and not being able to have the carefree
attitude they are used to while traveling, sent them in a
downward spiral. One of my good friends burned his videos
and another burned his travel journal. Of course, they both
regretted it immensely after the fact. They still had their
memories but the tangible items were gone forever.
Have an “Exit Plan” before you even begin. This is very
important! Melissa and I would always book another adventure
immediately following our travels. We would also plan a trip
when it is cold and dreary at home and looked forward to
another adventure, so it helped us get back into work and our
lives.
Book another adventure as soon as you get back, even if it’s a
local trip. Blog about your travels on the road and/or when you
get home.
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LEAVE YOUR HOUSE CLEAN AND INVITING (X)

Even though it’s challenging to leave your house inviting when
you leave, it’s worth the effort. We make the beds and fluff the
pillows before we leave.

Returning home can be more relaxed if you plan it well.

We also make sure the bathrooms are spotless and Melissa
places unlit candles and special tidbits around the bedroom to
make it feel inviting. When we return, it feels like we are coming
back to a hotel! Nothing can depress you more than going
home to an unkempt house.
Make sure you schedule several days after you return, to do
laundry, catch up on calls, emails, yard work, etc. It can stress
you out to cram it all into a workweek, so be sure to build in
at least 2 days of recovery time after your trip. You may need
more time if you were on an extended vacation or sabbatical.
Melissa and I took two weeks to get back into the swing of
things after we returned home from traveling for two years.
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Final Thoughts
Thanks for Reading
SUMMING IT ALL UP

Throughout this book, you have read many stories of Melissa
and my adventures and ways to make and save money while
traveling.

The Adventure Travelers at a recent travel trade show.

We hope you have gained some valuable knowledge and you
utilize the resources we have included in the links and content.
While not everyone may see the same benefits, since everyone
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in this wonderful world of ours is different, we truly want you to
finish this eBook with a sense that, YOU CAN DO IT!
We have seen so many people dream and yet never took the
first step because they were afraid. We know for a fact that if
you plan correctly, save and stop spending now, follow some
of the lessons in this eBook and TAKE THE FIRST STEP, you will
be able to travel the world (or locally) and enjoy your time on
planet earth.
There are so many amazing places, people, and experiences
out there, just waiting for you.
We hope you have enjoyed our stories.
If you have any Great Stories or Helpful Hints, we would be
glad to consider them in the 2nd Edition of this eBook. Please
send any comments, stories, or hints to:
TheAdventureTravelers@gmail.com
Thanks once again,
Michael & Melissa Harlow
The Adventure Travelers
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Links
We hope all the links provided in this eBook have been useful.
There are so many websites and resources out there, it is hard
to keep track of them all. If you have time, please stop by our
social media sites and tell us how you liked the eBook! We’d
love to hear from you!
The Adventure Travelers Links:
Contact Michael:
marketing@TheAdventureTravelers.com
Contact Melissa:
mharlowdesign@gmail.com
Subscribe to our YouTube channel:
TheAdventureTravelers
Subscribe to our Blog & Website:
TheAdventureTravelers.com
Like us on Facebook:
https://www.facebook.com/TheAdventureTravelers/
Follow us on Instagram:
https://www.instagram.com/TheAdventureTravelers
Buy Melissa’s jewelry at Etsy:
https://www.etsy.com/shop/creativejunkymelissa
LinkedIn:
https://www.linkedin.com/in/michaelharlow/
Pinterest:
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https://www.pinterest.com/theadventuretra/
Tumblr:
https://TheAdventureTravelers-universe.tumblr.com/
Melissa’s Voice Over company:
http://melissaharlowvo.com/

